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Experimental Techniques, Rotating Machinery & Acoustics, Volume 8: Proceedings of the 33rd IMAC, A Conference and
Exposition on Structural Dynamics, 2015, the eighth volume of ten from the Conference brings together contributions to this
important area of research and engineering. The collection presents early findings and case studies on fundamental and applied
aspects of Structural Dynamics, including papers on: Experimental Techniques Processing Modal Data Rotating Machinery
Acoustics Adaptive Structures Biodynamics Damping
February issue includes Appendix entitled Directory of United States Government periodicals and subscription publications;
September issue includes List of depository libraries; June and December issues include semiannual index
Nonlinear Dynamics, Volume 1. Proceedings of the 33rd IMAC, A Conference and Exposition on Balancing Simulation and
Testing, 2015, the first volume of ten from the Conference brings together contributions to this important area of research and
engineering. The collection presents early findings and case studies on fundamental and applied aspects of Structural Dynamics,
including papers on: Nonlinear Oscillations Nonlinear Simulation Using Harmonic Balance Nonlinear Modal Analysis Nonlinear
System Identification Nonlinear Modeling & Simulation Nonlinearity in Practice Nonlinear Systems Round Robin on Nonlinear
System Identification.
When to Screen in Obstetrics and Gynecology 2nd Edition, explains exactly when and how to screen for a wide variety of
conditions...addressing the fundamental questions you should consider in order to make informed decisions! Features a
standardized format throughout to facilitate quick access to information Makes a clear distinction between the characteristics of
screening tests versus diagnostic tests Offers recommendations regarding the usefulness and acceptability of testing and
preventative measures for both established and emerging settings Includes expanded coverage of large screening tests for Down
Syndrome and cystic fibrosis New screenings for cholesterol levels, thrombophilia, and hypertension as well as new DNA testing
methods
Finite Mathematics and Calculus With Applications was written for the two-semester finite math and applied calculus course for
students majoring in a variety of fields business, economics, social science, and biological and physical science. Widely known for
incorporating interesting, relevant, and realistic applications, this new edition now offers many more real applications citing current
data sources. The new edition now offers more opportunities for use of technology, allowing for increased visualization and a
better understanding of difficult concepts. A dedicated Web site rounds out the teaching and learning package, offering extended
applications from the book, skill mastery quizzes, and graphing calculator programs tied to the text.
This open access book shows how to use sensitivity analysis in demography. It presents new methods for individuals, cohorts, and
populations, with applications to humans, other animals, and plants. The analyses are based on matrix formulations of age-classified, stagePage 1/7
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classified, and multistate population models. Methods are presented for linear and nonlinear, deterministic and stochastic, and time-invariant
and time-varying cases. Readers will discover results on the sensitivity of statistics of longevity, life disparity, occupancy times, the net
reproductive rate, and statistics of Markov chain models in demography. They will also see applications of sensitivity analysis to population
growth rates, stable population structures, reproductive value, equilibria under immigration and nonlinearity, and population cycles. Individual
stochasticity is a theme throughout, with a focus that goes beyond expected values to include variances in demographic outcomes. The
calculations are easily and accurately implemented in matrix-oriented programming languages such as Matlab or R. Sensitivity analysis will
help readers create models to predict the effect of future changes, to evaluate policy effects, and to identify possible evolutionary responses
to the environment. Complete with many examples of the application, the book will be of interest to researchers and graduate students in
human demography and population biology. The material will also appeal to those in mathematical biology and applied mathematics.
Ecology is the study of the interrelationships between organisms and their environment, including the biotic and abiotic components. There
are at least six kinds of ecology: ecosystem, physiological, behavioural, population, and community. Specific topics include: Acid Deposition,
Acid Rain Revisited, Biodiversity, Biocomplexity, Carbon Sequestration in Soils, Coral Reefs, Ecosystem Services, Environmental Justice,
Fire Ecology, Floods, Global Climate Change, Hypoxia, and Invasion. This new book presents new research on ecology from around the
world.
th On behalf of the organizing committee of the 13 International Conference on Biomedical Engineering, I extend our w- mest welcome to
you. This series of conference began in 1983 and is jointly organized by the YLL School of Medicine and Faculty of Engineering of the
National University of Singapore and the Biomedical Engineering Society (Singapore). First of all, I want to thank Mr Lim Chuan Poh,
Chairman A*STAR who kindly agreed to be our Guest of Honour to give th the Opening Address amidst his busy schedule. I am delighted to
report that the 13 ICBME has more than 600 participants from 40 countries. We have received very high quality papers and inevitably we had
to turndown some papers. We have invited very prominent speakers and each one is an authority in their field of expertise. I am grateful to
each one of them for setting aside their valuable time to participate in this conference. For the first time, the Biomedical Engineering Society
(USA) will be sponsoring two symposia, ie “Drug Delivery S- tems” and “Systems Biology and Computational Bioengineering”. I am thankful
to Prof Tom Skalak for his leadership in this initiative. I would also like to acknowledge the contribution of Prof Takami Yamaguchi for
organizing the NUS-Tohoku’s Global COE workshop within this conference. Thanks also to Prof Fritz Bodem for organizing the symposium,
“Space Flight Bioengineering”. This year’s conference proceedings will be published by Springer as an IFMBE Proceedings Series.
Rotating Machinery, Hybrid Test Methods, Vibro-Acoustics & Laser Vibrometry, Volume 8.Proceedings of the 34th IMAC, A Conference and
Exposition on Dynamics of Multiphysical Systems: From Active Materials to Vibroacoustics, 2016, the eighth volume of ten from the
Conference brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering. The collection presents early findings and case
studies on fundamental and applied aspects of Structural Dynamics, including papers on: • Processing Modal Data • Rotating Machinery •
Vibro Acoustics • Laser Vibrometry • Teaching Practices • Hybrid Testing • Reduced Order Modeling
Research today demands the application of sophisticated and powerful research tools. Fulfilling this need, The Oxford Handbook of
Quantitative Methods is the complete tool box to deliver the most valid and generalizable answers to todays complex research questions. It is
a one-stop source for learning and reviewing current best-practices in quantitative methods as practiced in the social, behavioral, and
educational sciences. Comprising two volumes, this handbook covers a wealth of topics related to quantitative research methods. It begins
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with essential philosophical and ethical issues related to science and quantitative research. It then addresses core measurement topics
before delving into the design of studies. Principal issues related to modern estimation and mathematical modeling are also detailed. Topics
in the handbook then segway into the realm of statistical inference and modeling with chapters dedicated to classical approaches as well as
modern latent variable approaches. Numerous chapters associated with longitudinal data and more specialized techniques round out this
broad selection of topics. Comprehensive, authoritative, and user-friendly, this two-volume set will be an indispensable resource for serious
researchers across the social, behavioral, and educational sciences.
Focused on actively using systematic review as method, this book provides clear, step-by-step advice on the logic and processes of
systematic reviewing. Stressing the importance of precision and accuracy, this new edition carefully balances a need for insightful theory with
real-world pragmatism; it introduces a wide range of cutting-edge approaches to research synthesis including text mining, living reviews and
new ideas in mixed methods reviews such as qualitative comparative analysis. The book also includes: A new chapter on statistical synthesis
Coverage of computer-assisted methods and relevant software Expanded sections on data extraction and management A guide to working
with many different types of data including longitudinal and panel. Packed with examples from across the social sciences, this book helps
students and researchers alike in turning systematic reviews into recommendations for policy and practice.
Several Sub-Saharan African nations have experienced increased economic growth and political stability in recent years compared with the
stagnation and turmoil of previous decades. Ghana is one of the biggest success stories of the region; the nation has enjoyed an annual
average of five percent economic growth for the past 20 years and will probably be the first Sub-Saharan African country to achieve the
Millennium Development Goal of cutting poverty in half by 2015.This study examines how Ghana can build on its achievements and possibly
serve as a model for other African countries. By drawing on existing literature and applying a highly disaggregated dynamic general
equilibrium model to Ghana's experiences, the authors identify certain necessary factors for further economic development in the country.
These requirements include continued political stability, growth in manufacturing, improved domestic services such as transportation, and
agricultural development that goes beyond past reliance on cash crops such as cocoa to include major staples and livestock. This kind of
broad-based growth will benefit the entire economy, thereby reducing poverty. The authors' analysis provides an economic development
strategy for Ghana, and possibly other countries in the region, to policymakers, development specialists, and others concerned with SubSaharan Africa.
This book represents the proceedings of the first major international meeting dedi cated to discuss environmental aspects of produced water.
The 1992 International Pro duced Water Symposium was held at the Catamaran Hotel, San Diego, California, USA, on February 4-7, 1992.
The objectives of the conference were to provide a forum where scientists, regulators, industry, academia, and the enviromental community
could gather to hear and discuss the latest information related to the environmental considerations of produced water discharges. It was also
an objective to provide a forum for the peer review and international publication of the symposium papers so that they would have wide
availability to all parties interested in produced water environmental issues. Produced water is the largest volume waste stream from oil and
gas production activities. Onshore, well over 90% is reinjected to subsurface formations. Offshore, and in the coastal zone, most produced
water is discharged to the ocean. Over the past several years there has been increasing concern from regulators and the environmental
commu nity. There has been a quest for more information on the composition, treatment systems and chemicals, discharge characteristics,
disposal options, and fate and effects of the produced water. As so often happens, much of this information exists in the forms of reports and
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internal research papers. This symposium and publication was intended to make this information available, both for open discussion at the
conference, and for peer review before publication.
This book is an accessible introduction to quantitative dataanalysis, concentrating on the key issues facing those new toresearch, such as
how to decide which statistical procedure issuitable, and how to interpret the subsequent results. Each chapterincludes illustrative examples
and a set of exercises that allowsreaders to test their understanding of the topic. The book, writtenfor graduate students in the social
sciences, public health, andeducation, offers a practical approach to making sociological senseout of a body of quantitative data. The book
also will be useful tomore experienced researchers who need a readily accessible handbookon quantitative methods. The author has posted
stata files, updates and data sets athis websitehttp://tinyurl.com/Treiman-stata-files-data-sets.
lassification algorithms represent a rich set of tools, which train a classification model from a given training and test set, to classify previously
unseen test instances. Although existing methods have studied classification algorithm performance with respect to feature selection, noise
condition, and sample distributions, our existing studies have not addressed an important issue on the classification algorithm performance
relating to feature deletion and addition. In this thesis, we carry out sensitive study of classification algorithms by using feature deletion and
addition. Three types of classifiers: (1) weak classifiers; (2) generic and strong classifiers; and (3) ensemble classifiers are validated on three
types of data (1) feature dimension data, (2) gene expression data and (3) biomedical document data. In the experiments, we continuously
add redundant features to the training and test set in order to observe the classification algorithm performance, vi and also continuously
remove features to find the performance of the underlying classifiers. Our studies draw a number of important findings, which will help data
mining and machine learning community under the genuine performance of common classification algorithms on real-world data.
This book rigorously examines key economic issues in the field of agricultural marketing and price analysis. Topics are introduced via simple
presentation of key theory and applications of the theory through the use of mini-case studies and stylized spreadsheet models. The
coverage is broad, ranging from well-entrenched topics such as commodity futures markets and storage, to emerging topics such as food
safety and auctions.
In the face of conflicting claims about some treatments, behaviors, and policies, the question arises: What is the most scientifically rigorous
way to draw conclusions about cause and effect in the study of humans? In this introduction to causal inference, Paul Rosenbaum explains
key concepts and methods through real-world examples.

The Encyclopedia of Epidemiology presents state-of-the-art information from the field of epidemiology in a less technical and
accessible style and format. With more than 600 entries, no single reference provides as comprehensive a resource in as focused
and appropriate manner. The entries cover every major facet of epidemiology, from risk ratios to case-control studies to mediating
and moderating variables, and much more. Relevant topics from related fields such as biostatistics and health economics are also
included.
Focusing on fundamental principles, Hydro-Environmental Analysis: Freshwater Environments presents in-depth information about
freshwater environments and how they are influenced by regulation. It provides a holistic approach, exploring the factors that
impact water quality and quantity, and the regulations, policy and management methods that are necessary to maintain this vital
resource. It offers a historical viewpoint as well as an overview and foundation of the physical, chemical, and biological
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characteristics affecting the management of freshwater environments. The book concentrates on broad and general concepts,
providing an interdisciplinary foundation. The author covers the methods of measurement and classification; chemical, physical,
and biological characteristics; indicators of ecological health; and management and restoration. He also considers common
indicators of environmental health; characteristics and operations of regulatory control structures; applicable laws and regulations;
and restoration methods. The text delves into rivers and streams in the first half and lakes and reservoirs in the second half. Each
section centers on the characteristics of those systems and methods of classification, and then moves on to discuss the physical,
chemical, and biological characteristics of each. In the section on lakes and reservoirs, it examines the characteristics and
operations of regulatory structures, and presents the methods commonly used to assess the environmental health or integrity of
these water bodies. It also introduces considerations for restoration, and presents two unique aquatic environments: wetlands and
reservoir tailwaters. Written from an engineering perspective, the book is an ideal introduction to the aquatic and limnological
sciences for students of environmental science, as well as students of environmental engineering. It also serves as a reference for
engineers and scientists involved in the management, regulation, or restoration of freshwater environments.
New technologies allow us to handle increasingly large datasets, while monitoring devices are becoming ever more sophisticated.
This high-tech progress produces statistical units sampled over finer and finer grids. As the measurement points become closer,
the data can be considered as observations varying over a continuum. This intrinsic continuous data (called functional data) can
be found in various fields of science, including biomechanics, chemometrics, econometrics, environmetrics, geophysics, medicine,
etc. The failure of standard multivariate statistics to analyze such functional data has led the statistical community to develop
appropriate statistical methodologies, called Functional Data Analysis (FDA). Today, FDA is certainly one of the most motivating
and popular statistical topics due to its impact on crucial societal issues (health, environment, etc). This is why the FDA statistical
community is rapidly growing, as are the statistical developments . Therefore, it is necessary to organize regular meetings in order
to provide a state-of-art review of the recent advances in this fascinating area. This book collects selected and extended papers
presented at the second International Workshop of Functional and Operatorial Statistics (Santander, Spain, 16-18 June, 2011), in
which many outstanding experts on FDA will present the most relevant advances in this pioneering statistical area. Undoubtedly,
these proceedings will be an essential resource for academic researchers, master students, engineers, and practitioners not only
in statistics but also in numerous related fields of application.
The Oxford Handbook of Quantitative Methods in Psychology provides an accessible and comprehensive review of the current
state-of-the-science and a one-stop source for learning and reviewing current best-practices in a quantitative methods across the
social, behavioral, and educational sciences.
This IMA Volume in Mathematics and its Applications STATISTICAL MODELS IN EPIDEMIOLOGY, THE ENVIRONMENT,AND
CLINICAL TRIALS is a combined proceedings on "Design and Analysis of Clinical Trials" and "Statistics and Epidemiology:
Environment and Health. " This volume is the third series based on the proceedings of a very successful 1997 IMA Summer
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Program on "Statistics in the Health Sciences. " I would like to thank the organizers: M. Elizabeth Halloran of Emory University
(Biostatistics) and Donald A. Berry of Duke University (Insti tute of Statistics and Decision Sciences and Cancer Center
Biostatistics) for their excellent work as organizers of the meeting and for editing the proceedings. I am grateful to Seymour
Geisser of University of Minnesota (Statistics), Patricia Grambsch, University of Minnesota (Biostatistics); Joel Greenhouse,
Carnegie Mellon University (Statistics); Nicholas Lange, Harvard Medical School (Brain Imaging Center, McLean Hospital); Barry
Margolin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (Biostatistics); Sandy Weisberg, University of Minnesota (Statistics); Scott
Zeger, Johns Hop kins University (Biostatistics); and Marvin Zelen, Harvard School of Public Health (Biostatistics) for organizing
the six weeks summer program. I also take this opportunity to thank the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Army
Research Office (ARO), whose financial support made the workshop possible. Willard Miller, Jr.
Emergency Medicine, 2nd Edition delivers all the relevant clinical core concepts you need for practice and certification, all in a
comprehensive, easy-to-absorb, and highly visual format. This well-regarded emergency medicine reference offers fast-access
diagnosis and treatment guidelines that quickly provide the pearls and secrets of your field, helping you optimize safety, efficiency,
and quality in the ED as well as study for the boards. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader with intuitive search tools and
adjustable font sizes. Elsevier eBooks provide instant portable access to your entire library, no matter what device you're using or
where you're located. Get clear, concise descriptions and evidence-based treatment guidelines for a full range of clinical
conditions, ranging from the common to the unusual. Find the information you need quickly with a highly visual format that features
hundreds of full-color clinical photographs, illustrations, algorithms, tables, and graphs, plus key information highlighted for fast
reference. Consult high-yield text boxes in every chapter for Priority Actions, Facts and Formulas, Documentation, Patient
Teaching Tips, Red Flags, and Tips and Tricks. Make the most of your limited time with easy-to-digest blocks of information,
consistently presented for clear readability and quick reference. Study efficiently and effectively for the boards, or rapidly consult
this title in daily practice, thanks to well-organized chapters, a superb use of images and diagrams, and clinically relevant, easy-tounderstand content. Benefit from the knowledge and expertise of renowned educators, dedicated to compiling today’s best
knowledge in emergency medicine into one highly useful, readable text. Be prepared to manage increasingly prevalent problems
seen in the ED, such as emergent complications of fertility treatment and management of patients who have had bariatric surgery.
Deliver high-quality care to your younger patients with expanded pediatrics content. Stay up to date with new chapters on Clotting
Disorders and Hemophilia, Patient-Centered Care, Health Disparities and Diversity in Emergency Medicine, Cost-Effectiveness
Analysis, Antibiotic Recommendations for Empirical Treatment of Selected Infectious Diseases, and Cardiac Emergency
Ultrasound: Evaluation for Pericardial Effusion & Cardiac Activity. Access the complete contents of Emergency Medicine online,
fully searchable, at www.expertconsult.com, with downloadable images, tables and boxes, and expanded chapters, plus videos
demonstrating ultrasound-guided vascular access, sonography for trauma, and more.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference Eco-friendly Computing and Communication
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Systems, ICECCS 2012, held in Kochi, Kerala, India, in August 2012. The 50 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 133 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on energy efficient software system
and applications; wireless communication systems; green energy technologies; image and signal processing; bioinformatics and
emerging technologies; secure and reliable systems; mathematical modeling and scientific computing; pervasive computing and
applications.
The slug test is currently the most common method for the in situ estimation of hydraulic conductivity at sites of suspected
groundwater contamination. However, inappropriate procedures in one or more phases of a slug test can introduce considerable
error into the resulting parameter estimates. This book remedies this problem by answering virtually every question regarding the
design, performance, and analysis of slug tests. This is the first book to provide detailed information on the practical aspects of the
methodology of slug tests. All major analysis methods are described in The Design, Performance, and Analysis of Slug Tests.
Each analysis method is outlined in a step-by-step manner and illustrated with a field example. The major practical issues related
to the field application of each technique are also discussed. This book will help the reader get more reliable parameter estimates
from slug tests and increase the utility of slug test data.
A comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide to the entire research process, this book quickly and efficiently equips advanced
students and research assistants to conduct a full-scale investigation. The book is organized around the idea of a 'research script'
that is, it follows the standard mode of research planning and design, data collection and analysis, and results writing. The volume
contains 35 chapters, some co-authored by advanced graduate students who give their fellow students a touch of the 'real world'
adding to the clarity and practicality of many chapters.
You'll find the latest on healthcare policy and financing, infectious diseases, chronic disease, and disease prevention technology.
Biomechanics covers a wide field such as organ mechanics, tissue mechanics, cell mechanics to molecular mechanics. At the 6th
World Congress of Biomechanics WCB 2010 in Singapore, authors presented the largest experimental studies, technologies and
equipment. Special emphasis was placed on state-of-the-art technology and medical applications. This volume presents the
Proceedings of the 6th WCB 2010 which was hold in conjunction with 14th International Conference on Biomedical Engineering
(ICBME) & 5th Asia Pacific Conference on Biomechanics (APBiomech). The peer reviewed scientific papers are arranged in the
six themes Organ Mechanics, Tissue Mechanics, Cell Mechanics, Molecular Mechanics, Materials, Tools, Devices & Techniques,
Special Topics.
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